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Executive Summary 
 
 
While much has been written about the 1980’s “RSI Epidemic” in Australia and there is a 
perception that computer related “overuse” disorders have disappeared, the reality for 
clinicians is that office workers continue to present with conditions apparently related to their 
work with computers. Some workers respond well to physiotherapy treatment, psychological 
support and workplace interventions and can resume roles with substantial amounts of 
computer work. In other cases, these conditions become entrenched pain disorders and cause 
ongoing work incapacity, particularly restricted capacity to use computers. 
 
Over the last 20 years there is emerging evidence that a significant proportion of these 
disorders have a neurological basis with the evidence pointing to neural impingement at the 
level of the brachial plexus as the explanation for the pain disorders that can become disabling 
for computer operators.  While some researchers have suggested a primary muscle disorder, 
such as Myofascial Pain Syndrome, the evidence suggests that while muscle dysfunction can be 
a factor, it is the underlying neurological mechanisms (both peripheral and central) that are 
probably most important.  
 
There has been increasing recognition of the role of static postures, causing a forward neck and 
shoulder position as the most important contributing factor to neural impingement, rather than 
the number of key strokes at a computer keyboard. The nature of the input device when using 
a computer is important, with evidence that using a mouse can increase the risk of problems. 
 
The understanding gained from basic research into the pathophysiology of neural compression, 
the field of pain medicine (the phenomenon of neural sensitization) and increasing 
understanding of the role of psychosocial factors that can contribute to pain and disability 
provides an adequate explanation of the relative refractoriness of these disorders to treatment 
in some cases, the potential for chronicity and why incapacity for computer work can continue 
despite withdrawal from such work.  
 
There is emerging evidence about the potential benefits from treatment strategies directed 
towards postural correction and neural stretching consistent with what would be expected with 
a neurological disturbance. 
 
In terms of scientific causation, the literature provides evidence that a neurological disorder 
due to impingement of the nerve trunks of the brachial plexus is eminently plausible. There are 
anatomical and biomechanical factors that predispose to neural impingement at multiple levels 
in the upper extremity, particularly at the level of the brachial plexus. 
 
The evidence from advances in understanding of the mechanisms of chronic pain provides 
excellent rationale for understanding the interaction of physical, organisational and 
psychological factors in these conditions. The phenomenon of neural sensitization explains the 
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continuation of these disorders despite removal of affected workers from exposure to 
computer activities in some cases. 
 
While research into these conditions has been plagued by confusion about terminology and 
objective diagnostic criteria, there is now evidence of a probable medically-definable disorder 
(brachial plexus neuropathy) responsible for many cases of what has been labelled “non-
specific” arm pain. Preliminary clinical studies suggest that such a medically definable disorder 
occurs frequently in computer operators, but the epidemiological evidence from large scale 
studies and systematic reviews has yet to demonstrate consistent scientific evidence that such 
a medically definable disorder is causally linked to computer work. It is likely that any deficiency 
in evidence is because the right studies are yet to be done to confirm that sustained forward 
neck and shoulder girdle posture is causally related to Brachial Plexus Neuropathy.  
 
In summary, the available evidence suggests that it is more likely than not that there is a 
neurological condition (most often affecting the brachial plexus) related to the postural 
demands of computer work i.e. a forward neck and shoulder girdle posture.  This posture, 
combined with positioning the hands for keying (or holding a mouse), is likely to be the cause of 
this disorder in susceptible individuals. There is little convincing evidence of a lack of causative 
effect – it is just that the right epidemiological studies using appropriate diagnostic criteria have 
yet to be done to produce undeniable evidence. 
 
In relation to the questions posed in the early part of this report, the evidence supports the 
following answers: 
 
• Is it likely that there is an organic neurological disorder that explains the clinical 

presentation described in the literature as a “non-specific” upper extremity disorder? – YES 
 

• Is it likely that such a disorder can be caused by use of computers in the workplace?  - YES 
 
• Can such a neurological disorder become entrenched and cause ongoing pain and incapacity 

in the absence of ongoing exposure?  - YES  
       (but the reasons why some people experience chronic issues remains unclear) 
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Preface 
 
The human body is designed to move.  
 
Molecular Biologist, John Medina in his bestselling book “Brain Rules” extolled the virtues of 
movement and exercise in terms of both physical and mental health. He points to evolutionary 
evidence that the human brain evolved in conjunction with our capacity for sustained 
movement, particularly walking long distances. 
 
He states: 
 
“As the climate got more arid, these wet botanical vending machines disappeared altogether. 
Instead of moving up and down complex arboreal environments in three dimensions, which 
required a lot of dexterity, we began walking back and forth across arid savannahs in two 
dimensions, which required a lot of stamina” 
 
He suggests the average human male walked 12 miles each day! 
 
The trend over recent times has been for people, particularly in industrialised parts of the 
world, to become increasingly sedentary in their lifestyle, both at work and at home.  
 
Computers in their various forms are increasingly prevalent in workplaces, homes and schools 
and with the rapid uptake of personal computing devices there are very few people who do not 
use such a device in some aspect of their lives. Use of computers and related devices can lead 
to a more sedentary lifestyle and sustained use of input devices (keyboard, mouse, touchscreen 
etc) adds further constraints to movement by requiring a relative static posture at the human-
computer interface. 
 
The problems associated with a more sedentary lifestyle have become increasing recognised by 
government and industry. The Australian Activity Guidelines refer to the need to reduce screen 
time and increase activity generally. This government sponsored evidence-based advice 
includes the statement: 
 
“Limit electronic media for entertainment (e.g., television, seated electronic games and 
computer use) to no more than two hours a day; lower levels are associated with reduced health 
risks.” 
 
As a practicing occupational physician with over 25 years of experience in managing patients 
with various conditions related to work, I have witnessed various phenomena associated with 
the introduction of computer technology into the workplace progressively since the 1980’s. 
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This review is my attempt at analysing the literature that helps explain the phenomenon of 
upper extremity symptoms and sometimes consequential disabling pain syndromes observed to 
occur in practice. 
 
As detailed in the following section, the process I have followed is to review the literature 
relevant to the plausibility of a specific neurological disorder that is the most likely contender as 
an explanation for this problem that has been variously labelled, but currently most-often 
described as a “non-specific” arm pain (NSAP) or “non-specific” upper extremity 
(musculoskeletal) disorder (NSUE[MS]D).  
 
There are parallels with the issue of “non-specific” back pain, but the difference is that there 
have been considerably more resources invested in exploring that disorder given the 
recognised heavy economic costs of back pain. Computer-related upper extremity pain has 
received less attention but has the potential to be an escalating issue for the community as 
more and more people, at progressively younger ages, increase their use of personal computing 
devices. 
 
I have been planning a review such as this for the last few years. I made a previous attempt to 
publish an article entitled ‘Time to Revisit “RSI”’. The article was prepared, but never published. 
I was recently approached by a legal firm in Canberra, Lander & Co to prepare a literature 
review and, with some funding by that firm, with additional funds from Dr Leon Le Leu, along 
with support from Hobart Occupational Medicine (my own practice) I have been able to 
dedicate time and energy to this review. 
 
This is not the end of the process, rather the beginning. I am hopeful that with the assistance of 
Academics, and collaboration with practicing Pain Physicians, Rheumatologists, Neurologists, 
Occupational Physicians, Ergonomists and allied health practitioners,  the work presented here 
can be refined and published in a peer-reviewed medical journal with the objective of raising 
awareness of the issues and assist by clarifying issues of causation and liability for those 
unfortunate enough to suffer from these disorders and the organisations that are responsible 
for facilitating medical treatment and rehabilitation. 
 
I would like to thank Ms Ros Luck who helped collate the extensive list of references for the 
project and the various clinicians with a variety of backgrounds who have reviewed this 
document and provided constructive criticism and advice. I do however take full responsibility 
for the opinions and conclusions presented in this report.  I would also like to thank my wife, 
Fleur and my family in their support to complete this review.  
 
I declare I have no conflict of interest in preparing this report. A statement of my “Roles, 
Memberships & Business Interests” can be found at https://wp.me/P3L4Uy-eJ.  
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1. Background  
 
Computer-associated neck and upper limb disorders are common in occupational medicine 
practice, but remain controversial conditions in some quarters, particularly when they occur in 
a compensable setting or cause chronic disability. 

 
I continue to see a steady stream of patients with such disorders apparently associated with the 
use of computers at work.  These conditions appear to affect healthy hard-working people as 
much, or more, than those with supposed predisposing personalities, psychopathology or are 
poorly motivated or unhappy at work. 
 
Discussions with medical and allied health colleagues who have a musculoskeletal or 
occupational focus, confirm that such conditions remain common. The use of computers and 
related devices at home, in schools and in the workplace, continues to escalate. Despite this, I 
see little published on associated health risks in either the general medical literature. Legal 
judgements about work causation for these disorders seem to vary widely. A common lay view 
is that ‘RSI’ has disappeared. 
 
I will expand on the history of the controversy about these disorders in Australia in Appendix 1. 
 
Judgements in legal cases such as Tyrell vs Westpac 1990, are instructive as to the legal issues 
that arise with the determination of causation and compensation. In this notable case, 
witnesses included many of the prominent practitioners who had been vocal in the “RSI” 
debate in the 1980’s and early 1990’s. Witnesses included Dr John Quintner, Mr Robert Elvey, 
Professor David Ferguson, Dr Mark Awerbuch, and Dr Yolande Lucire. 
 
The legal decision from Judge Barlow in this case, delivered in 1992, included findings related 
to: 
 

1. RSI - Terminology 
2. RSI - The Ergonomic Factor 
3. The Brachial Plexus Tension Test 
4. The Neurogenic Hypothesis/ Muscular Hypothesis 

 
The judgement included the following statements: 
 
“However, the plaintiff has failed to persuade me the nature and conditions of her employment 
constituted a hazard and risk to her health, that is to say a risk of injury, and in particular a risk 
of sustaining a condition or injury referred to as RSI” (page 186). 
 
 “I am inclined to the view their lack of objectivity has led them, subconsciously at least, to 
develop a hypothesis to fit their theory that pain syndromes, of the type which the plaintiff 
claims to suffer, have a neurogenic cause. In reaching this conclusion I have not overlooked 
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Professor Mastaglia’s comments, that the contents of Professor Helme’s paper [1] could be the 
beginning of objective evidence of an organic basis for this type of pain syndrome” (page 173). 
 
 “My findings do not exclude the possibility of there being a neurogenic factor, to pain 
syndromes of the type which the plaintiff claims to suffer. Research yet to be done and testing 
techniques and equipment yet to be devised may reveal the presence of a neurogenic factor or 
cause” (page 174). 
 
It would seem Judge Barlow accepted the plausibility of a neurogenic disorder caused by 
computer work but was not convinced by the evidence presented in this particular case 
influenced by the overwhelming contrary opinions of those expert medical witnesses called by 
the defendant. 
 
Since that time there have been significant advances in clinical medicine and rehabilitation, 
particularly in relation to understanding of psychosocial factors, the mechanisms of chronic 
pain and research relevant to neurological disorders that might explain what has often been 
described as “non-specific” upper extremity disorders. There have also been more 
epidemiological studies about workplace factors in these conditions. 
 
This paper reviews evidence from a variety of sources to provide an updated summary of 
literature relevant to the association between upper extremity disorders (UED’s) and use of 
computers. 
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2. Methodology 
 
The most appropriate approach to conducting a literature review, given the extensive amount 
of scientific material on this subject, is to focus attention on the hypothesis that many of the 
upper limb pain syndromes that occur amongst office workers using computers are attributable 
to a neural disorder. 
 
I will focus this review on evidence from basic science, experimental animal studies, 
epidemiology, ergonomics, clinical medicine and related fields in relation to the following 
questions: 
 
• Is it likely that there is an organic neurological disorder that explains the clinical 

presentation described in the literature as a “non-specific” upper extremity disorder (UED)?  
• Is it likely that such a disorder can be caused by use of computers in the workplace? 
• Can such a neurological disorder become entrenched and cause ongoing pain and incapacity 

in the absence of ongoing exposure?  
 
I will focus on the neurological condition described as Brachial Plexus Neuropathy (BPN), 
sometimes described as a variant of thoracic outlet syndrome (TOS). This condition has been 
identified as the putative specific condition amongst sufferers of “non-specific” UED’s.  
 
In 2001 Pascarelli [2] described “neurogenic Thoracic Outlet Syndrome (TOS)” while more 
recently Jepsen has labelled the condition Brachial Plexus Neuropathy using more specific 
diagnostic criteria [3]. 
 
I will consider the evidence for the existence for this condition and a consistent case definition 
or diagnostic criteria.  
 
I will then consider the evidence available about whether there might be a causative 
relationship for BPN with the use of computers, before considering the evidence about 
progression to a chronic pain disorder causing persisting disability. 
 
As a part of this process, I have consulted with a number of practitioners who regularly manage 
this disorder, including Pain Physicians and Rheumatologists, Physiotherapists and practitioners 
experienced in workplace management of these disorders. 
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3. Evidence-based Medicine and its application to the establishment of an occupational 
disease 
 
Evidence-based medicine (EBM) is an approach to medical practice intended to 
optimize decision-making by emphasizing the use of evidence from well-designed and well-
conducted research. 
 
There has been exponential growth in EBM since the 1990’s with increasing expectation on 
physicians to practice according to scientific evidence. This is not to say that there are not 
limitations in the use of EBM. Tonelli [4] described some of the limitations of EBM, stating: 
 
“The necessary gap between clinical research and medical practice can never directly dictate 
clinical care; the evidence cannot tell us when it is best to ignore the evidence” 
 
Nevertheless, EBM will remain a fundamentally important foundation of medical practice into 
the future. Both physicians and other individuals and organisations that utilise information 
about disease and injury causation will increasingly rely on sound scientific studies even if 
clinical management cannot always rely entirely on EBM.  
 
The principles in determining whether a particular condition is work-related have been 
discussed in detail by Verbeek [5]. While there has been recent emphasis on the health benefits 
of being employed (AFOEM “The Health Benefits of Good Work”), work can also involve 
exposure to hazards, both in terms of acute injury and the development of occupational 
diseases.  
 
In the compensation context, acceptance of occupational disease causation in many 
jurisdictions is based on a legal test. Is the condition work-related “on the balance of 
probabilities”, sometimes stated in terms that 50% of the disease should be attributable to 
work, whereas the test to confidently label a condition as work-related from a scientific 
perspective relies on a greater degree of confidence, perhaps more akin to the criminal justice 
term “beyond reasonable doubt”.  
 
In some legal settings, the arguments about legal responsibility for causation turn on the 
principle that, even in the presence of non-work-related causative factors, a symptomatic 
condition would not have become apparent (caused symptoms, disability or the need for 
treatment) “but for” the workplace exposure. 
 
Moreover, compensation can be awarded, not just in relation to the onset of an employment 
related condition, but also for a recurrence, aggravation or acceleration of a pre-existing or 
dormant condition. 
 
In the context of Commonwealth Legislation relevant to the Comcare jurisdiction the legal tests 
are twofold: 
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 (1)    Whether work factors contributed to the onset of the injury/disease at all; 

and 
(2)    If so, whether the work factors contributed to the extent of the causation 

test for injuries or diseases set in the legislation.  
  
I understand that in relation to the first test, the standard of proof on the balance of 
probabilities (50%) relates to the likelihood that the injury/disease had a part of its cause in the 
work place.  
 
I understand that in relation to the second test, once it is determined that there is a 50% 
likelihood that the work factors did contribute to the injury/disease then the further test is 
whether that work place contribution amounted to a material (in the case of an injury) or 
substantial (in the case of a disease) part of the total cause. The material test need only be 
more than trivial; the substantial test need not be the dominant proportion i.e. not necessarily 
more than half of the total cause and might be satisfied by a proportion significantly less than 
50%.  
 
Scientific studies look for causes at a population level, whereas compensation systems seek to 
determine causation on an individual level. Therefore, while scientific epidemiological studies 
can add or detract from the evidence about the contribution made by a specific factor in an 
individual case, each case needs to be considered on its merits considering all possible relevant 
factors. 
 
There is little doubt with some occupational diseases, such as mesothelioma, that the cause is 
substantially work-related where occupational asbestos exposure is involved, but most diseases 
are multifactorial and workplace exposures to physical, biologic, ergonomic or chemical hazards 
might only be one factor in their causation.  
 
In recent years, there has been increasing emphasis on various psychosocial factors, not directly 
attributable to the work itself, that contribute to disability following workplace injuries and 
occupational exposures. The 2001 AFOEM publication, “Compensable Injuries and Health 
Outcomes” [6] states: 

“However, the research does clearly indicate the importance of psychosocial factors in long-term disability and recent evidence 
suggests that appropriate early medical intervention that takes this into account can significantly reduce chronicity and long-term 
disability. “ 

Since that time, there has been increasing evidence about the importance of psychosocial 
factors in modifying disease outcomes. Murgatroyd at al [7] found significant effects on health 
outcomes related to compensation in a systematic review and Rosario et al. [8] concluded: 
 
“Most studies (7/10) observed an adverse effect of poor psychosocial work factors on workers’ 
health: 3 on sickness absence, 4 on cardiovascular diseases. The other 3 studies reported 
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detrimental effects on sleep and on disease-associated biomarkers. A more consistent effect 
was observed in studies of higher methodological quality that used a prospective design jointly 
with the use of validated instruments for the assessment of the psychosocial (work) 
environment and clinical evaluation.” 
 
With the scientific attribution of causation of putative occupational diseases there needs to be 
sound scientific evidence in relation to the disease itself, exposure to an occupational factor 
and the relationship between the two. 
 
Acceptance of liability for the cause of these types of conditions has also been subject to social 
and political influences. Verbeek[5] discusses social influences on acceptance or otherwise of 
causal relationships between occupational diseases and occupational exposure. He states: 
 
“The recognition of a disease as an occupational disease is a political decision because if affects 
many stakeholders and can have great consequences for many parts of society. These decisions 
are never based on scientific evidence alone but take into account values, emotions, and 
economic consequences to name but a few. However, scientific evidence in general can make 
decisions more transparent. Where the scientific evidence is unclear, there is more room for 
other factors to influence the decision-making process.” 
 
Verbeek [5]  further states: 
 
“In most countries, the employer is held responsible for eliminating hazardous exposures at 
work. If occupational diseases still do happen, it is often regarded as a form of injustice that 
should be compensated financially by the employer. As part of social security systems, this 
professional risk is insured but there is a great variation between systems. One of the aspects 
that varies between systems and countries in which diseases are considered occupational in 
origin and would need to be financially compensated. One of the main issues here is how big a 
part of the cause of a given disease should be assigned to occupational in origin.” 
 
In some jurisdictions, compensation systems deem certain diseases as being presumed to be 
occupational, where there is strong scientific evidence about causation for most cases. The list 
of deemed diseases in Australia does not include non-specific UED’s. 
 
The background to  Safework Australia’s List of Deemed Diseases [9] states: 
 
“Most jurisdictions in Australia have a Deemed Diseases List as part of their workers’ 
compensation system. This List comprises a list of diseases that are deemed to be work-related. 
The effect of this is to reverse the onus of proof. A worker with the disease who has been 
exposed to the relevant exposure in the course of their work is assumed to have developed that 
disease because of the exposure unless there is strong evidence to the contrary.” 
 
In relation to upper extremity musculoskeletal disease the SafeWork Australia List states: 
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“There is a range of upper limb musculoskeletal diseases associated with work. Some have clear 
clinical and pathological diagnostic criteria. These include rotator cuff syndrome, lateral 
epicondylitis, medial epicondylitis, ulna nerve entrapment, radial nerve entrapment, tendonitis 
in the hand and fingers, Raynaud’s disease (peripheral neuropathy related to upper limb 
vibration, also known as vibration white finger), De Quervain’s tenosynovitis and carpal tunnel 
syndrome.  

In addition, there are many cases of upper limb pain without associated objective signs. These 
cases have been given many labels, including repetitive strain injury, occupational overuse 
syndrome and non-specific musculoskeletal disease of the upper limb.  

A wide range of occupations, tasks and workplace organisational and psychosocial factors have 
been associated with one or more of these upper limb diseases and syndromes. These include 
the use of hand tools; working with raised arms; vibration; the combination of repetition, force 
and posture; and low job control, low social support, perceived monotonous work and other 
causes of job “strain”. Some particular upper limb diseases have been associated with specific 
workplace postures or exposures.  

Identifying a particular person as having an occupationally-related upper limb disease is 
complicated by several factors. There is a lack of agreement concerning diagnostic criteria for 
many diseases; a lack of agreement over the likely causative exposures, both in general and in 
specific cases; and many non-occupational exposures that can result in the diseases.  

All these factors need to be taken into account when making a final decision on which diseases 
should be included on the List. Those to be included should have agreed diagnostic criteria and 
occupational exposures that are well characterised and for which there is strong evidence. 
Workplace organisational factors are too difficult to define and measure to allow these to be 
included on the List as one of the causative exposures.” 

The guide states as follows in relation to “Occupational Overuse Syndrome” an earlier term that 
encompasses non-specific UED’s. 
 
“Occupational overuse syndrome has uncertain diagnostic criteria, uncertain risk factors, and 
uncertain community and workplace prevalence. Therefore, it is recommended that 
occupational overuse syndrome is not included on the List.” 

However, lack of inclusion on a deemed list, does not mean that a disease cannot be 
occupationally caused.  
 
While some diseases are readily defined in terms of symptoms, reproducible clinical signs and 
investigation and imaging results, many musculoskeletal disease diagnoses rely heavily on 
interpretation of symptoms and clinical examination techniques that are not always universally 
accepted. Imaging studies can sometimes add to confusion, rather than add to clarity when the 
imaging findings that do not correlate with clinical disease. 
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The definitions for upper limb occupationally-related upper limb disorders have been plagued 
with these issues. (See also the later section of this review about nomenclature of UED’s.) 
 
Although criteria for “specific” UED’s have been defined  by Sluiter [10], this has not been 
possible for “non-specific” disorders. They state: 
 
“For most cases, upper extremity musculoskeletal complaints cannot be classified into specific 
diagnostic categories. The complaints may reflect mild early cases of specific disease, symptoms 
compatible with multiple diagnoses, or chronic pain processes that do not fit nicely into any 
accepted diagnostic category. A variety of terms has been applied to these nonspecific UEMSD, 
including repetitive strain injuries, cumulative trauma disorders, occupational overuse 
syndrome, and others. 
 
Although there is growing concern about the prevalence of these disorders, little is known about 
their epidemiology, etiology, pathomechanics, symptomatology, diagnosis, clinical course, 
prognostic factors, and treatment or intervention outcomes” 
 
With the conclusion: 
 
“Thus, the evidence for developing valid and reliable case definitions and diagnostic criteria for 
nonspecific UEMSD is lacking”. 
 
For valid research about causation there needs to a “gold standard” test or at least a 
“consensus-based case definition”. 
 
The second aspect of establishing causation scientifically is evidence of occupational exposure, 
ideally an objective measure of the duration or frequency of exposure at the individual level, 
however in practice many studies rely on self-report which can be unreliable in terms of 
causation. 
 
To establish a causal relationship between a defined putative occupational disease and 
occupational exposure, accepted scientific studies are required. The highest evidence standard 
comes from carefully conducted randomised controlled trials.  
 
In the context of determining occupational causation, a cohort of individuals would be 
randomly assigned to an exposure or non-exposure group and evidence collated over a period 
of time about the difference in incidence of the relevant occupational disorder using accepted 
disease criteria. While such studies can be ethical to test treatment for diseases, it would be 
generally unacceptable to conduct such studies in otherwise healthy people. 
 
Given this difficulty evidence of causation needs to be gleaned from observational data, where 
there might be little or no control over confounding factors.  
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Bradford – Hill developed criteria to establish the now universally accepted causal relationship 
between smoking and lung cancer.  
 
According to Wikipedia: 
 

 
 
Rothman [11] emphasised the importance of understanding potential confounding factors 
before reaching conclusions about causation based on the Bradford-Hill criteria. 
 
Verbeek [5] advises: 
 
“There are no absolute criteria for evidence of causality in observational epidemiologic studies, 
but a wise application of criteria put forward by Hill and Rothman will make a causal 
relationship more likely or unlikely.” 
 
This review therefore will provide a review of the evidence relating to what have been 
commonly described as non-specific UED’s with attention as to whether Brachial Plexus 
Neuropathy (or related forms of Thoracic Outlet Syndrome) can now be categorised as specific 
UED’s. The review will also analyse the evidence for a work causative association with computer 
work and discuss the evidence for the development of chronic pain and disability due to these 
disorders. 
 
I hope to highlight advances in evidence and understanding in relation to this subject since the 
time of the controversy about this issue in the 1980’s and early 1990’s, the so-called “RSI 
Epidemic”. 
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4. Terminology of Upper Extremity Musculoskeletal Disorders 
 

 
It is widely recognised that the terminology for upper extremity conditions potentially related to 
employment is a confused area of medicine. 
 
At the time of the “RSI Epidemic” many terms were used with variation between different 
countries making comparisons difficult. The term “RSI” has been particularly divisive. Other terms 
used include “Occupational Overuse Syndrome”, “Cumulative Trauma Disorders”, “Occupational 
Cervico-brachial Disorder” and “Tension Neck Syndrome”. See appendix 1 for a more detailed 
account of the history of these disorders in Australia. 
 
Studies exploring the relationship between computer tasks and upper extremity musculoskeletal 
disorders have been hampered by lack of clear accepted diagnostic criteria. In addition, much of 
the occupational literature explores the association between a regional symptom, such as 
shoulder pain, and specific tasks, movements or other aspects of a work activity.  
 
The conditions included in the term “non-specific” UED’s often include symptoms that affect 
multiple areas i.e. neck, shoulder, arm and hand and have both pain and neurological symptoms.  
 
Shoulder pain, for example, can be a component of rotator cuff syndrome (a specific 
musculoskeletal diagnosis), but can also be a symptom of cervical degenerative disease or a range 
of other conditions that refer pain to the shoulder, including brachial plexus neuropathy. 
 
This means that within surveys of shoulder symptoms in population groups using computers, true 
associations with employment for specific disorders might be confounded by other conditions, 
which have varying relationships to work. 
 
Boocock states [12]: 
 
“There appears to be much international debate and lack of consensus as to the most appropriate 
nomenclature to describe the range of work-related UE conditions”. 
 
The authors developed the following proposed model: 
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Huisstede [13] reported on the CANS terminology of UED’s which included TOS as a nonspecific 
disorder, whereas in other classifications the condition was excluded as an UED at all.  
 
Hutson and Ellis’s Textbook of Musculoskeletal Medicine [14] describes Neuropathic Arm Pain 
(NAP). The author states: 
 
“…is characterized by persistent pain and dysaesthesiae. Initially experienced peripherally, often 
in the hand(s) or forearm(s), discomfort often extends diffusely to the shoulder, neck and upper 
back.” 
 
It is likely though that studies that describe the epidemiology of Non-specific Arm pain (NSAP) 
or NAP would include BPN. There is evidence that many conditions included in the NSAP group 
have a neurological basis.  Sluiter [10] identified CTS as the most common neuropathic disorder 
amongst UED’s, while Laurson [15] located most neuropathic disorders more proximally in the 
brachial plexus. 
 
Relationship of BPN to UEMSD Framework 
 
The first diagram below provides a simple illustration of the relationship between BPN and other 
common UED’s. Under currently published models BPN would be considered a nonspecific UED, 
but if it were accepted as a specific UED, the model would look quite different. See second 
diagram. 
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Figure 1 - BPN as a Non-specific UEMSD 

 
 

 
Figure 2 - BPN as a Specific UEMSD 

 
 
Complex Regional Pain Syndrome (CRPS) 
 
While CRPS is not a uniquely upper extremity condition it is a pain disorder that sometimes occurs 
in the context of computer employment. I have included a brief description for completeness. 
 
Bonica’s Management of Pain [16] states: 
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“It is an inflammatory and neuropathic pain disorder principally characterised by involvement of 
the autonomic nervous system” 
 
Previous labels for this condition include RSD, Sudeck’s atrophy, shoulder-hand syndrome and 
causalgia. 
 
Epidemiological data suggests that CRPS is most commonly triggered by fractures and sprains, is 
more common in the upper extremities, is more common in females and is most likely to occur 
in the 50-70 year age group.  
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5. Literature Review  
 
Introduction 
 
I am not an academic, rather a practicing “generalist” occupational physician familiar with the 
clinical dilemma of workers attending a specialist occupational medicine practice with these 
disorders and having to deal with the medico-legal issues that invariably arise in their 
management. 
 
My personal experience comes from accepting referrals of patients from general practice. I 
observe that workers in computer-based employment commonly present with persistent upper 
extremity conditions that have significant potential to cause long-term disability. These 
conditions are attributed by the worker (or their referring GP) to their computer work. Many 
have already had treatment directed unsuccessfully to the periphery of the affected upper 
extremity on the assumption that there is a specific musculoskeletal cause, most commonly a 
muscle/tendon diagnosis or carpal tunnel syndrome. There is variable response to treatment, 
but often I observe significant functional improvement with measures to improve shoulder 
girdle and neck posture, neural stretching, ergonomic adjustments and other workplace 
interventions in combination with psychological interventions, but many patients have 
persisting limitations on computer activity. Many of these patients show evidence of 
psychological distress and sometimes frank psychological illness. 
 
At first glance many of these presentations have the characteristics of a neural disorder with 
symptoms including burning or electric shooting pain and associated sensory disturbance either 
numbness or tingling (dysesthesia/paraesthesia) and, at times, increased sensitivity or pain to 
touch (hyperalgesia and allodynia). In some cases, there is associated weakness or features of 
autonomic dysfunction with hand puffiness, temperature or colour change. Rarely there is 
evidence of a frank Complex Regional Pain Syndrome with more significant autonomic 
dysfunction. These presentations align with earlier descriptions of such conditions by Quintner  
et al. [17], Elvey et al. [18] and Cohen et al. [19] 
 
The worker often gives a convincing history of a relationship to their work using a computer i.e. 
onset soon after starting the job, or an increase in keyboarding or change in the computer 
setup with relief of symptoms away from work. Often there is a relationship between the 
affected limb and use of a mouse held in that hand. Stressful experiences including conflict in 
the workplace, claims management processes such as Independent Medical Assessments or 
disputation of liability for compensation commonly exacerbate the disorder. 
 
These presentations usually now occur as isolated cases, in small businesses, government 
agencies or in call centre environments, where the worker might have no knowledge of “RSI” or 
contact with anyone else with a similar condition. Many of these workers seem to be high-
performers rather than disgruntled, unhappy or depressed workers. 
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The impression created by these cases is that this represents an occupational disease with a 
neural basis associated (if not caused) by the use of computers. 
 
Often workers who make claims for these conditions are subject to independent medical 
assessments, where they are commonly assessed as having no identifiable pathology with the 
conclusion that there is no entitlement to funding for treatment or rehabilitation assistance or 
accommodation in the workplace. This results in added distress and a cycle of worsening 
symptoms. 
 
I have outlined the scientific principles to establishing causation in the preceding section of this 
review. 
 
The Ideal Experiment 
 
To test the hypothesis that computer work can cause BPN, the condition that that has the most 
supportive evidence, could, in an ideal situation, be settled definitively by performing the 
following experiment. 
 
A sufficiently large number of people could be randomly assigned to two groups ensuring 
equivalence of the groups in terms of any variable that might be thought to influence the onset 
of BPN. One group is exposed in a controlled manner over a sufficient length of time to the 
putative hazard of computing, while the control group undertakes the same activities as the 
intervention group, with the exception of computing. 
 
Sounds simple? Not really. Leaving aside the ethical and practical issues of exposing otherwise 
healthy people to a potential hazard, there are currently many problems with conducting such 
an experiment. 
 
Firstly, such a study would need a “Gold Standard” case definition for BPN. While some 
researchers have proposed examination protocols for BPN, these are by no means accepted 
universally. 
 
Secondly, how do you define the hazard associated with computing? It is not a simple analysis 
of exposure to a chemical breathed into the lungs that can be measured accurately to 
determine an individual’s exposure. There are many variables, including the amount of time 
using a computer, the computer setup i.e. keyboard/mouse etc, the associated posture and the 
equipment & furniture variations that dictate the posture, in addition to variations in the 
practices adopted by each individual and the employer’s stipulations about how the work 
should be done. 
 
In addition to physical factors, there are various beliefs and psychological factors unique to 
each individual that can interact with physical factors to determine the extent of disease and 
disability i.e. psychosocial factors. 
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The Real World 
 
In the real world where the ideal experiment cannot be conducted we are reliant on other 
types of scientific information to determine how likely it is that such a hypothesis is correct. As 
suggested by Verbeek, the Bradford-Hill criteria are a useful starting point. 
 
Plausibility 
 
Although “Plausibility” is listed as the sixth criteria by Bradford-Hill, it is useful to first consider 
whether BPN arising from use of computers is a plausible hypothesis. An analysis of plausibility 
can be based on the following: 
 

1. Basic anatomical and biomechanical considerations 
2. The pathophysiology of neural compression  
3. Understanding about the mechanisms of chronic pain – neuroplasticity/neural 

sensitization 
 
Strength, Specificity & Consistency of Association/Biological Gradient  
 
Analysis of evidence is complicated by the lack of research using a “gold standard” case 
definition for BPN. The terminology is confused. The existing research relates to a “mish-mash” 
of conditions obscuring evidence of association, however there is a significant body of evidence 
that suggests that a neurological disorder is associated with use of computers as follows: 
 

1. Epidemiological Studies 
2. Clinical Studies 
3. Workplace Intervention Studies 

 
After considering evidence relating to causation, I will discuss evidence relating to the 
progression of neuropathic disorders to cause chronic pain and disability. 
 
EVIDENCE FOR PLAUSIBILITY 
 
Anatomical & Biomechanical Considerations 
 
Let us start with basic anatomical considerations. 
 
The human upper limb is remarkable. The hand can be positioned in a multitude of positions 
due to the range allowed by the more proximal joints, particularly the shoulder joint itself and 
the flexible articulation between the scapula and the axial skeleton.  
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The upper limb skeleton articulates with the scapula at the glenohumeral joint, a shallow “ball 
and socket” joint with stability maintained mainly by its associated muscles and ligaments. In 
turn, the scapula is only firmly anchored to the axial skeleton via the clavicle (acromioclavicular 
(AC) and sternoclavicular (SC) joints), allowing additional movement between the scapula and 
the thorax, with stability largely maintained by the periscapular musculature.  
 
The diagram below illustrates one of the important motions of the scapula relevant to 
computer work. 
 

 
 
The nervous supply of the upper limb arises from the cervical nerve roots that form the brachial 
plexus, an interconnected array of nerve trunks, which in turn become the main upper limb 
nerves - the median, ulnar and radial nerves. These nerves each follow a course in the neck and 
arm across joints, tendons, ligaments and past or through muscles. The nerves normally remain 
functional irrespective of the position of the hand with an almost infinite combination of 
shoulder girdle and upper joint positions.  
 
Sanders et al. [20] discuss the mechanisms of brachial plexus compression under the pectoralis 
minor muscle which is commonly shortened in forward neck/shoulder postures. See diagram 
below: 
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Watson et al [21] describe the anatomy of the thoracic outlet as illustrated in their diagram 
below: 
 

 
 
Levine et al. [22] discuss biomechanical considerations of Thoracic Outlet Syndrome (TOS). They 
discuss the important postural contributions to this condition, determined by the activity of the 
various neck and shoulder muscles that control head and neck posture and stabilise the 
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scapula. They also discuss the potential effects of joint hypermobility increasing the risks of 
muscular overactivity and neural compromise. 
 
Levine et al. describe a flexed head position in association with depressed and anteriorly shifted 
shoulder and protracted scapula combined with shoulder abduction and flexion as potentially 
leading to: 
 
“a decrease in the costoclavicular space, increased friction of the neurovascular bundle in the 
subpectoral bundle, and a shortening of the sternocleidomastoid” 
 
The Pathophysiology of Neural Compression 
 
Rempel et al. [23] described a model of entrapment neuropathy in rats demonstrating that 
effects on neural venous blood flow from pressures as low as 20mmHg with delayed nerve 
injury observed after pressures as low as 30mm Hg are applied to a nerve for 2 hours. The 
subsequent changes involve an inflammatory reaction, fibrosis, demyelination and axonal loss. 
There was a dose-response relationship between the compression pressure and subsequent 
axonal degeneration. 
 
Tapedia et al [24] discuss the pathophysiology of compressive neuropathies of the upper 
extremity. They point to evidence of a distinct pathophysiology involving Schwann cell 
mechanosensitivity with differentiation for the processes involved in traumatic actual crush 
injuries. In vitro compression tests show that mechanical stress is likely a causative factor 
driving Schwann cell proliferation following nerve compression. 
 
Schmid et al. [25] have demonstrated that progressive mild nerve compression resulted in 
chronic local and remote immune-mediated inflammation depending on the degree of 
compression. They hypothesise that neuroinflammation may explain the widespread symptoms 
in patients with entrapment neuropathies. 
 
There is evidence that axonal transport mechanisms for substances produced in the nerve cell 
body are affected by neural compression. Upton et al. [26]describe the “double crush” theory 
that postulates a cumulative effect of compression at multiple points along a nerve rendering 
the nerve more vulnerable and increasing the risk of symptomatic neuropathic disorders.  
 
Lundborg [27] discusses how proximal nerve compression can render the nerve more 
vulnerable distally due to disturbed axonal transport of neurotropic substances produced in the 
axonal endings. There is experimental, clinical and laboratory evidence to support this theory.  
 
There is evidence that neural compression injury can lead to synaptic modification of central 
neuronal networks i.e. central neural sensitization [28] [29]. Neural inflammation increases C-
fibre firing in response to nerve stretch within the physiological range [30] [31]. 
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Central Neural Sensitisation 
 
In 2011 Woolf [32] summarised the significance of the central neural sensitisation phenomenon 
and includes reference to “patients with fibromyalgia, osteoarthritis, musculoskeletal disorders”.  
In essence, he states that any prolonged painful musculoskeletal condition i.e. source of 
nociception, can be complicated by sensitisation due to changes in the nerves themselves.  
 
The abstract of his article includes the following statement: 
 
“Nociceptor inputs can trigger a prolonged but reversible increase in the excitability and 
synaptic efficacy of neurons in central nociceptive pathways, the phenomenon of central 
sensitization. Central sensitization manifests as pain hypersensitivity, particularly dynamic 
tactile allodynia, secondary punctate or pressure hyperalgesia, aftersensations, and enhanced 
temporal summation. It can be readily and rapidly elicited in human volunteers by diverse 
experimental noxious conditioning stimuli to skin, muscles or viscera, and in addition to 
producing pain hypersensitivity, results in secondary changes in brain activity that can be 
detected by electrophysiological or imaging techniques. Studies in clinical cohorts reveal 
changes in pain sensitivity that have been interpreted as revealing an important contribution of 
central sensitization to the pain phenotype in patients with fibromyalgia, osteoarthritis, 
musculoskeletal disorders with generalized pain hypersensitivity, headache, temporomandibular 
joint disorders, dental pain, neuropathic pain, visceral pain hypersensitivity disorders and post-
surgical pain” 
 
Analogous Conditions caused by similar demands 
 
The sustained postural demands on the neck and upper limbs are well recognised in 
occupations other than computer operators. Hundreds of years ago Ramazzini the father of 
Occupational Medicine described what sounds like a neuropathic arm condition[33] in scribes. 
 
In my experience musicians and ultrasonographers frequently present with a similar pain 
conditions to that experienced by computer operators. Lee et al [34] describe the problems 
experienced by string musicians, while Harrison et al [35] describe the problems experienced by 
ultrasonographers. 
 
STRENGTH, SPECIFICITY & CONSISTENCY OF ASSOCIATION / BIOLOGICAL GRADIENT 
 
Epidemiological Studies 
 
Bernard [36] found evidence for a causative association between a number of workplace 
factors and upper extremity complaints, as summarised on the following table: 
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Most notably there was evidence found of an association between posture and neck/shoulder 
conditions. More recent epidemiological studies have found evidence of a relationship between 
neck and upper limb symptomatic conditions and computer work. 
 
A cross sectional study by Ferraz et al [37] of computer operators concluded that keyboard 
operators had significantly more UEMSD’s than did office workers. 
 
The 2006 paper by Gerr [38]identified an association between hours of computer use and 
adverse hand/arm MSD outcomes, as well as between hours of computer use and adverse 
neck/shoulder MSD outcomes. 
 
A Systematic Review by Waersted [39] commissioned by the Danish Board of Industrial Injuries, 
however concluded “limited epidemiological evidence for an association between aspects of 
computer work and some of the clinical diagnoses studied.” The authors identified many of the 
difficulties with confirming causation and no evidence of a lack of causal association but 
suggested that what evidence there is insufficient to establish causation according to scientific 
principles that establish a high degree of likelihood.  
 
Much of the evidence presented in the Waersted review however does point towards a 
causative association. One of the studies reviewed by Waersted, Bergqvist et al [40]is quoted as 
indicating lack of an association, but there was evidence from that study that rest breaks and 
arm supports had a positive effect i.e. removing some of the suspected workplace causative 
factors caused improvement. 
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In 2011 Andersen [41] reviewed evidence about the causal relationships between Computer 
usage and UEMSD’s from 8 reviews of sufficient quality and concluded that there was moderate 
evidence regarding causation of “pain complaints”, particularly of the distal arm and hand, but 
limited evidence for specific musculoskeletal disorders.  
 
Kiss et al 2012 [42] surveyed over 5,000 computer workers and identified that 25hrs or more of 
computer work each week, working more than an hour on a computer without interruption, 
use of a computer mouse for half or more of work time, reaching for a computer mouse, 
insufficient space for a computer mouse or insufficient forearm support were all associated 
with neck and shoulder complaints. 
 
A 2012 Systematic Review by the Swedish Council on Health Technology [43] found only limited 
scientific evidence for physical factors causing upper extremity disorders, but did find evidence 
in relation to long term use of a computer mouse. They state: 

“Limited scientific evidence suggests that working with a computer mouse for longer periods 
increases the risk of developing pain in the shoulder” 

In a 2013 study of Iranian nurses and office workers Sadeghian et al  [44] concluded that their 
findings were consistent with “a hazard of neck/shoulder pain from prolonged use of computer 
keyboards, although it is possible that the association is modified by health beliefs and 
expectations”. 
 
Linaker and Walker-Bone 2015  [45] reviewed evidence about the association between shoulder 
disorders and occupation. They state: 
 
“Using a case definition of ‘shoulder pain, discomfort, fatigue, limited movement, loss of 
muscle power but without a pattern allowing a specific diagnosis to be made’ there is growing 
evidence that ‘non-specific shoulder pain’ is more frequently found in general population and 
workplace studies as compared with specific shoulder conditions that have clear diagnostic 
features, such as rotator cuff syndrome. It has been estimated for example, that non-specific 
shoulder pain among workers was six times more frequent than specific shoulder conditions.” 
 
While there is some reference to risks associated with abnormal posture this review does not 
discuss shoulder conditions in relation to computer work, except to support the value of 
ergonomic workstation review. 
 
A study by Kaliniene  [46] involving a validated questionnaire and direct observation of 
workplace ergonomics of 513 public service office workers in Lithuania confirmed associations 
between upper extremity musculoskeletal pain and work ergonomics. 
 
Hutson [14] hypothesized, based on experience with what he termed Neuropathic Arm Pain 
(NAP): 
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“it is hypothesized that in many patients, poor work postures, associated with a proximal 
thoracic kyphosis and protracted shoulders, cause proximal thoracic spinal and cervical 
dysfunction, and altered neurodynamics. The addition of repetitive stereotyped activity of the 
hands and fingers to the long periods of static muscle activity at the shoulder girdle overwhelm 
the already compromised peripheral nervous system, giving rise in vulnerable patients to 
neurosensitization”. 
 
Clinical Studies 
 
Let us next consider the evidence for the specific upper extremity disorder of Brachial Plexus 
Neuropathy (BPN) on the basis of a clinical assessment, supplemented by appropriate 
investigations and imaging. 
 
Physiotherapist Robert Elvey described Upper Limb Neural tension tests in 1986 [47], one of the 
tests for neural mechanosensitivity. 
 
 
The 1992 study by Professor Robert Helme [1] (referred to by Judge Barlow in Tyrell vs Westpac 
1990 is perhaps one of the earliest studies to demonstrate an organic finding in patients with 
computer-related upper extremity pain. They found a reduction in capsaicin-induced flare size 
in the limb affected by pain in RSI subjects when compared to an age matched pain free control 
group. While expressing caution about interpretation, the authors stated: 
 
“Hence, the present findings are consistent with previous suggestions that the chronic pain 
reported by RSI subjects is associated with organic pathophysiology which affects local pain 
pathways” 
 
Pascarelli [2] conducted detailed clinical assessments on 485 subjects with work-related upper-
extremity symptoms. He suggested that the clinical findings in their study lent weight to the 
concept that posture related “Neurogenic Thoracic Outlet Syndrome” was a key factor in the 
etiology of upper limb pain in computer employment. 
 
In another study  Jepsen et al.  [48] concluded from a small-scale study of a clinical case series 
of “heavily exposed and severely handicapped” computer operators that a detailed 
neurological examination could identify evidence of specific focal neuropathy (most commonly 
brachial plexopathy) in this group.  
 
In a subsequent cross-sectional study of computer users who had symptoms or >20% of their 
work time on computers,  Jepsen et al. [49] found even some asymptomatic computer users 
had evidence of focal neuropathy, particularly on the side where the computer mouse was 
used, providing evidence particularly in relation to mouse usage. 
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Jepsen and colleagues [50, 51] have published studies that indicate that a clinical neurological 
examination can reliably identify upper extremity focal neuropathies. In particular, they 
identified reproducible findings based on a detailed neurological examination testing upper 
limb muscle function, sensation and nerve mechanosensitivity, defining 10 neurological 
patterns that each correspond to a specific neuropathy. They identified two patterns related to 
the brachial plexus, corresponding to the “upper trunk” level and the “cord” level. They found 
moderate to good inter-rater reproducibility of the physical findings and a fair to excellent 
correlation of the assessment patterns between the two examiners. The majority of the 41 
patients (consecutive patients referred to an occupational medicine clinic) assessed had 
evidence of BPN. 
 
Jepsen [51] details the patterns of neurological findings for the Brachial Plexus as follows: 
 
Brachial Plexus - Upper trunk level– Mechanical allodynia over the upper trunk level of the 
brachial plexus, reduced strength of infraspinatus, posterior deltoid, biceps with sensory 
deviations in the territory of the axillary and musculocutaneous nerves 
 
Brachial Plexus - Cord level – Mechanical allodynia over the cord level of the brachial plexus, 
reduced strength in posterior deltoid, biceps and FCR and sensory deviation in the territory of 
the axillary, median and musculocutaneous nerves 
 
In a further study [52] the same authors undertook a study where the earlier assessment 
protocol was abbreviated to manual muscle testing of six upper limb muscles as a potential 
screening tool for upper limb neuropathies. They concluded the protocol was a sensitive 
screening tool, but not sufficient for precise diagnosis. 
 
Additional evidence about the presence of objective abnormalities affecting the brachial plexus 
can be found in the literature about other upper limb pain disorders. Dilley et al [53] 
demonstrated MRI pathology affecting the median nerve and brachial plexus in patients with 
Non-specific Arm Pain (NSAP). A further study [54] found evidence of MRI scan changes 
(increased T2 signal of the brachial plexus nerve roots and median nerve) in chronic pain 
patients with whiplash associated disorders (WAD) in association with increased neural 
mechanosensitivity, providing evidence of neural inflammation in chronic pain disorders. 
 
Concerns have been expressed about the value of tests of upper limb nerve mechanosensitivity. 
Viikari-Juntura [55] raised concerns about inter-rater reliability of upper limb neural tension 
tests and other authors have identified low levels of specificity and of limited value of such tests 
in assessment of cervical radiculopathy [56]. More recent studies however have indicated that 
such tests are reasonably reliable and reproducible between different assessors [57]. 
 
Jepsen and his colleagues [50] have also confirmed the reliability of tests of mechanosensitivity 
as a component of a comprehensive upper extremity neurological assessment in the context of 
upper limb pain in computer employment. 
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Jepsen at al. [58] describe the apparent benefits of nerve stretching programme intervention 
for computer operators compared to a control group. They concluded: 
 
“A six-month course of stretching seems to reduce upper limb symptoms in computer operators, 
but we could not demonstrate an influence on neurological physical findings in this sample. The 
relation of incident symptoms to identified neurological patterns provides additional support to 
the construct validity of the employed neurological examination.” 
 
Negative upper extremity electrophysiological tests are often used as evidence that there 
cannot be a neuropathic disorder involved in upper limb pain syndromes related to computer 
usage. Such tests however only assess the function of large myelinated nerve fibres. It is, for 
example, quite possible to have significant neuronal dysfunction in the presence of normal 
Nerve Conduction Tests. Krarup [59] states: 
 
‘….in some instances, the conduction velocity may be normal if only a few large fibers are spared’ 
 
and 
 
‘Conduction studies investigate only large myelinated fibers, and therefore in some instances 
there is discordance between the morphology and physiology’ 
 
OTHER EXPLANATIONS OF NONSPECIFIC UED’S ASSOCIATED WITH COMPUTER WORK 
 
While some authors have suggested that Myofascial Pain Syndrome (MPS) and Fibromyalgia 
Syndrome (FMS) are specific diagnoses relevant to UED’s, it is beyond the scope of this review 
to include a detailed discussion.  
 
Cohen and Quintner [60], while accepting that painful areas can be identified in the muscles of 
chronic pain patients,  suggest that the diagnosis of MPS is based on faulty circular logic. 
 
In 1995 Littlejohn [61] concluded that the condition known as “RSI” could be seen as a 
“localized fibromyalgia syndrome”. He considered that it was “not caused by ongoing tissue 
damage, is always potentially reversible and like other chronic pain syndromes is influenced by 
societal and personal factors more than the initial triggering physical and nociceptive factors.” 
 
In a more recent article “Identifying Central Mechanisms in Musculoskeletal Pain”, Littlejohn 
emphasised the role of central pain related to abnormal neurophysiological processes in the 
central nervous system. 
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CONTRARY EVIDENCE 
 
Hadler [62] expressed the view that “Work-related disabling regional arm pain” was a function 
of the workers ability to cope with the common occurrence of pain and discomfort that occurs 
at work. He interprets the modern literature as follows: 
 
“…that the “cause” of inability to cope with musculoskeletal discomfort should be sought in 
issues that relate to interpersonal and personal factors rather than the physical demands of 
tasks.” 
 
Awerbuch [63] asserted that the expenditure of considerable resources on ergonomic 
interventions to manage “RSI” issues did not realise the benefits envisaged and that the “RSI 
Epidemic” ended because doctors ceased certifying this condition as a real physical problem. 
 
EVIDENCE ABOUT PROGRESSION TO CHRONIC PAIN 
 
Kuner et al. [64] in their 2016 review article in Nature, provide a comprehensive description of 
the various mechanisms that have been found to underlie the development of chronic pain, 
emphasizing the maladaptive structural plasticity in neural circuits of pain identified from study 
of animal models and in human subjects. They discuss the following aspects: 
 

1. Structural plasticity at synapses 
2. Cellular changes in circuits 
3. Network level changes 

 
In relation to injury states they state: 
 
“Maladaptive regenerative sprouting of damaged axons, which results in aberrations in 
peripheral connectivity, represents a very attractive hypothesis for late (chronic) phases of 
neuropathic pain” 
 
Kuner at al. also discuss the importance of maladaptive cortical plasticity and the therapeutic 
opportunities that can arise including pharmaceutical interventions and higher-level 
interventions including “conditioning paradigms, neurofeedback and behavioural therapy, 
motor activity-dependent plasticity, peripheral and/or spinal neurostimulation and deep-brain 
stimulation”. This understanding emphasizes the likely importance of psychological factors in 
the development of chronic pain in neuropathic upper extremity disorders as discussed further 
below. 
 
Baldwin et al. [65] published the results of a Systematic Review of the literature about Return 
to Work outcomes for Upper Extremity Disorders in the workplace. They discuss their findings 
in terms of “Cumulative Trauma Disorders” (CTD) defined in the following terms: 
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Their results are summarized as follows: 
 
“Most workers with CTD return to work at least once, but a first return does not necessarily 
mark the end of work disability. Among workers absent at least once, 26% with CTD report a 
second injury-related absence, compared to 18% with back pain and 12% with fractures. After 
five years, focusing on first returns underestimates work-loss days associated with CTD by 32%.” 
 
I have discussed earlier some of the evidence about the impact of psychosocial factors on the 
development of chronic pain. Monash University researchers have published papers about the 
negative effects of interactions with compensation systems on health outcomes, although I am 
not aware of specific studies related to UED’s amongst computer operators.   
 
Kilgour et al [66] describe the difficulties experienced by workers with complex claims. 
 
“Injured workers with long term complex injuries experience difficulties with healthcare in the 
workers’ compensation context.” 
 
In another study of interactions of injured workers with compensation systems,  [67] Kilgour et 
al concluded: 
 
“Findings from this synthesis support the growing consensus that involvement in compensation 
systems contributes to poorer outcomes for claimants. Interactions between insurers and 
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injured workers were interwoven in cyclical and pathogenic relationships, which influence the 
development of secondary injury in the form of psychosocial consequences instead of fostering 
recovery of injured workers.” 
 
It seems likely that progression to chronic pain and associated disability is more likely with 
negative compensation system interactions. Given the controversy about these disorders it is 
likely that additional stress is involved for claimants with these conditions with additional 
requirements for IME review and other factors associated with negative outcomes. These 
factors are likely to increase the risk of progression to chronic pain for these disorders. 
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6. Discussion  
 
There are significant ongoing problems with confused terminology for upper extremity 
disorders making an accurate analysis of relationship to employment difficult. 
 
Most researchers in the field separate upper extremity disorders into “specific” disorders 
where there is evidence of a medically-verifiable disorder and “non-specific” disorders where 
no such evidence exists. With “specific” conditions determination of whether they are work-
related is more straightforward. 
 
A significant proportion of upper extremity disorders that have been hypothesized as being 
causally related to computer work however have usually been fitted into the latter category i.e. 
“non-specific” disorders making scientific studies of causation difficult.  
 
Epidemiology studies have generally relied on an analysis of regional symptoms i.e. 
neck/shoulder, shoulder / elbow / hand/wrist as typified by the comprehensive 1997 review by 
Bernard [36]. These studies can only suggest relationships for upper extremity disorders, not 
prove or disprove them. 
 
Over the last 15 years however there has been emerging evidence that a significant proportion 
of these disorders have a neurological basis with the evidence pointing to neural impingement 
at the level of the brachial plexus as the explanation for the pain disorders that can become 
disabling for computer operators.  
 
Whereas at the time of the “RSI Epidemic”, the focus was on repetitive movements, there has 
been increasing recognition of the role of static postures, causing a forward neck and shoulder 
position as the most important contributing factor. 
 
The lack of efficacy for treatment or removal from exposure to computers for these disorders is 
often cited as evidence that these conditions are not “real” or are related to psychological 
factors rather than computer work per se, but the understanding gained from the field of 
chronic pain with the phenomenon of neural sensitization and from basic research into the 
pathophysiology of neural compression, provides an adequate explanation of the relative 
refractoriness of these disorders to treatment. There is emerging evidence about the potential 
benefits from treatment strategies directed towards postural correction and neural stretching 
consistent with what would be expected with a neurological disturbance most commonly at the 
level of the brachial plexus. 
 
My analysis of the literature, as summarised earlier in this review, provides evidence that a 
neurological disorder due to impingement of the nerve trunks of the brachial plexus is 
eminently plausible. There are anatomical and biomechanical factors that have the potential to 
predispose to neural impingement at multiple levels in the upper extremity, particularly at the 
level of the brachial plexus, as illustrated by the following diagram: 
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 There is evidence from animal studies about the potential effects of sustained low-level neural 
compression with an inflammatory response and evidence from the pain literature about 
mechanisms that can result in chronic pain through neural sensitisation with impact from 
psychological/psychosocial factors on this process as illustrated by the following complex 
diagram from Body in Mind. 
: 

 
 

DISTRIBUTION*
Pain*confined*to*a*
discrete*area*of*the*
back*

Segmental*
distribu?on*

Primary*
nocicep?ve*

Nerve*root*

Peripheral*
neuropathic*

CNS*
adapta?on*

Other*
efferent*
systems*

MECHANICAL*SENSITIVITY*
Repeatable,*predictable*

mechanical*provocateurs*
passive*or*physiological*

THERMAL*
SENSITIVITY*
Heat*!s*pain*or*

mechanical*sensi?vity*

Cold*!s*pain*or*
mechanical**sensi?vity*

DURATION*
>*3*months*

Peripheral*nerve*
distribu?on*

Spreading*but*none*
of*the*above*

Unpredictable*
provocateurs,*mul?ple**

areas*sensi?ve*

MEANING*&*
MOOD*

Depression*(eg*HADS,*
Beck)*
*
Catastrophising*(eg*
PCS)*
*
Inaccurate*
conceptualisa?on*(eg*
PKQr)*
*
Fear*of*reinjury*(eg*
FABQ)*

BEHAVIOURAL*
SENSITIVITY*

FlareWup*delayed*for*day(s)*

Unpredictable*or*not*
closely*?ed*to*mechanical*
or*biomechanical*context*

PsychoW*
social*

BrushWevoked*allodynia*

Pain*modulated*by*mood*
or*social*context*

Some*general*guides*for*interpreta?on*of*a*comprehensive*assessment,*with*regard*to*iden?fying*contribu?ons*to*
a*pain*state*from*nocicep?ve*and*nonWnocicep?ve*domains.*Pa[erns*are*consistent*with*contribu?on*of*biological*
mechanisms*(primary*nocicep?ve,*nerve*root*(also*dorsal*root*ganglionWevoked*nocicep?ve*discharge),*peripheral*
neuropathic*and*central*nervous*system,*immune,*autonomic*and*endocrine*contribu?ons).*Psychosocial*
contribu?ons*clearly*have*their*effect*on*the*CNS*but*are*not*biological*contribu?ons.*PCS*=*Pain*catastrophising*
scale;*PKQr*=*Revised*pain*knowledge*ques?onnaire;*FABQ*=*Fear*avoidance*beliefs*ques?onnaire.*
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There is now evidence of a probable medically-definable disorder i.e. brachial plexus 
neuropathy and some preliminary clinical studies that suggest that such a medically definable 
disorder occurs frequently in computer operators, but the epidemiological evidence from large 
scale studies and systematic reviews has yet to demonstrate consistent scientific evidence that 
such a medically definable disorder is causally linked to computer work because the right 
studies are yet to be done to confirm the evidence that suggests that sustained forward neck 
and shoulder girdle posture is significantly causally related to BPN. There is a need for other 
investigators to reproduce the findings of Jepsen et al. that provide evidence of a medically 
verifiable disorder. 
 
While more workplace research and studies based on the case definitions developed by Jepsen 
need to be undertaken, at this stage the evidence suggests that it is more likely than not that 
there is a neurological condition (most often affecting the brachial plexus) related to the 
postural demands of computer work with the forward neck and shoulder girdle posture 
associated with such work being the substantive cause in susceptible individuals. This condition 
is more likely to occur on the side where there is associated gripping of a computer mouse. 
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7. Conclusions 
 
We know that upper extremity complaints and disorders are common amongst computer 
operators, particularly on the side where a mouse is used and that there is a relationship to the 
amount of time spent using computers. 
 
There is increasing evidence that a substantial number of these disorders, usually included in 
the category of non-specific Upper Extremity (Musculoskeletal) Disorders are most likely due to 
a neural disorder with the evidence pointing to Brachial Plexus Neuropathy as the most likely 
candidate. 
 
The evidence from advances in studies about the mechanisms of chronic pain provides 
excellent rationale for understanding the interaction of physical, organisational and 
psychological factors in these conditions. The phenomenon of neural sensitization explains the 
continuation of these disorders despite removal of affected workers from exposure to 
computer activities in some cases. 
 
There is a need for clinicians who see these patients to conduct further studies to confirm the 
findings of Jepsen in relation to diagnosable upper extremity neuropathies and, in conjunction 
with workplace studies, to research their association with various aspects of computer work. 
 
Given the extent of the literature relevant to this subject, a future more systematic approach to 
searching the literature than I have been able to accomplish might also throw further light on 
the relationship between upper extremity neuropathies and the various factors associated with 
computer work that existing evidence suggests is relevant. 
 
A multidisciplinary approach with input from practitioners with expertise in occupational 
medicine, pain medicine, neurology and rheumatology is important in further research and 
reviews of the literature. 
 
In summary, there is clinical and circumstantial evidence of a causative link between computer 
work and upper extremity disorders of a neurological nature. There is little convincing evidence 
of a lack of causative effect – it is just that the right epidemiological studies using appropriate 
diagnostic criteria have yet to be done to produce evidence to a sufficient standard to 
convincingly demonstrate that such a causal relationship truly exists. 
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Appendix 1 – the RSI Story 
 

I will briefly recount my version of the Australian RSI ‘story’ that has, at times, gained 
international attention. David Ferguson, Australia’s ‘Father of Occupational Medicine’ played an 
important role in raising awareness of keyboard related disorders but later backed away from 
accepting a substantially organic basis [68]. Bruce Hocking published studies relating to the 
epidemic of RSI in Telecom Australia but he did not provide a definition of what constituted a 
case of “RSI” in Telecom. 
 
The 1980’s RSI epidemic caused a polarisation of opinions about the causes of the 
phenomenon. WorkSafe Australia released comprehensive guides to address ergonomic and 
organisational risk factors. Adelaide rheumatologist Mark Awerbuch did not accept the 
existence of an organic disorder and coined the term ‘kangaroo paw’.  Yolande Lucire, a 
forensic psychiatrist came to prominence promoting theories about the psychological and social 
determinants of the ‘RSI epidemic’ in her book Constructing RSI: belief and desire. Social 
researchers provided commentary about the phenomenon. Martin analysed the Australian ‘RSI 
Experience’. Gabriele Bammer invited the leading protagonists of different viewpoints to detail 
their hypotheses. As a result the Australian National University published a series of Working 
Papers in the early 1990’s, including a comprehensive discussion paper detailing the neurogenic 
hypothesis [17] 
 
Later Littlejohn suggested that the ‘RSI’ phenomenon be considered as a form of localised 
fibromyalgia. He referred to the lack of evidence for peripheral tissue damage and was critical 
of the ‘RSI’ label.  
 
Awerbuch declared the Australian RSI epidemic over in 2004 [63] . He concluded that no 
published controlled scientific study had shown that correction of workplace factors made any 
difference to reporting of arm pain. He referred to the resources devoted to workstation 
redesign and ergonomic furniture, physical therapies and occupational standards for keystroke 
rates, rest breaks, and job rotation. He concluded that the epidemic had burnt out because 
doctors stopped certifying as injured, large numbers of uninjured workers, but he did not 
explain the endemic cases that did and still occur. Despite this, ergonomic interventions in the 
work remain mainstream workplace health and safety interventions. 

Quintner and Elvey in their working paper [17] expound the hypothesis that entrapment can 
affect neural tissues in the cervical region with distal pain and 'sensory-neural' irritability. They 
also suggest that entrapment can affect more distal tissues with proximal spread of pain and 
irritability. 

In their introduction, the authors refer to the work of one of the co-authors, Elvey in relation to 
a physical examination technique, the brachial plexus tension test, considered valuable in 
diagnosis of patients with widespread cervicobrachial pain. This work was a stimulus to the 
development of the neurogenic hypothesis of RSI. 
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Quintner and Elvey's hypothesis was stated as follows: 

"1. The clinical features of 'RSI' arise from irritable neural tissues related to the upper limb. 
These tissues exhibit the properties of increased mechanosensitivity and ectopic impulse 
formation. Other pathophysiological mechanisms relevant to neuropathic pain may be involved 
and are outlined in this discussion paper. 

2. The sensori-neural tissues related to the painful arm have become irritable as a result of 
pathological changes induced by excessive mechanical tension and/or friction generated during 
manual work of a repetitive nature, usually performed with postural fixity of the head and neck. 

3. The neural tissues predominantly affected by these forces are proximally situated (cervical 
spinal nerve, nerve root complex, brachial plexus), however, an identical clinical presentation 
(widespread neural pain) may result from entrapment of distal upper limb neural tissues." 

The authors discuss the evidence to support their hypothesis. 

They refer to experimental evidence about referred somatic pain that can accompany chemical 
injection of muscles, deep fascia, tendons, periosteum and interspinous ligaments (Kellegren). 
Such pain can be misinterpreted causing difficulties with medical diagnosis. The characteristics 
of somatic referred pain i.e. dull, aching, boring quality, difficult to describe feeling deep and 
radiating widely are described. Such pain does not correspond to a peripheral or spinal nerve 
root distribution and may be accompanied by a sensation of numbness, heaviness, local muscle 
soreness/tenderness, muscle spasm, tenderness of bony prominences in addition to 
secretomotor and vasomotor changes. They refer to the hypothesis of Asbury and Fields that 
peripheral nerve damage can be associated with either dysesthetic pain or nerve trunk pain. 
Dysesthetic pain is burning, tingling, searing or raw, while nerve trunk pain is a deep aching pain 
along the course of the nerve which is often tender. 

The persistent pain state of neuropathic pain associated with traumatised or irritated 
peripheral nerves is discussed. Such pain can be severe and spread widely and associated with 
muscle tenderness and cutaneous hypersensitivity. Pain onset may be delayed followed nerve 
injury and persist long after the original insult with a paroxysmal stabbing component, allodynia 
and hyperalgesia. There follows some discussion about possible mechanisms of neuropathic 
pain with reference to changes within the dorsal root ganglion as one possibility. Quintner drew 
attention to the similarity between RSI and brachial neuralgia. 

There follows discussion of relevant case studies published by Ferguson, Taylor, Stone, Browne 
and Fry. They point out the failure by some authors to recognise that muscle/tendon pain or 
tenderness can be explained by referred somatic or neural pathology. Fry in particular 
described musicians with painful overuse disorders presumed to arise in overused muscles. 
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Quintner and Elvey [18] refer to their own work which demonstrated that symptoms were 
provoked by the brachial plexus tension tests, sustained neck postures and palpation over the 
transverse processes of the related cervical levels. They point out: 

"... Upper limb symptoms may have been referred from structures 'at fault' within the neck or 
the brachial plexus of many patients was not discussed by the authors of most of the Australian 
studies, although the evidence they presented is compatible with this explanation" 

After reviewing Australian Studies, the authors briefly review the overseas experience of RSI, in 
particular Japanese and Swedish publications where the term occupational cervicobrachial 
disorder is used for the same disorders. Some overseas authors emphasised the importance of 
working posture over repetitive work tasks. 

Field studies, particularly those relating to the role of posture in causation, are discussed. In 
particular, the authors refer to studies of symptom development after sustained occupational 
neck flexion with the spread of symptoms from the neck into the thoracic region and shoulders 
and, in some subjects, associated with upper limb neurological symptoms. 

An interesting, non-occupational case history is presented: 

'a man who had been tied up for 12 hours with his head forced and held in extreme forward 
flexion. This man developed a partial motor and sensory loss (C5-T1 on the right, C3-T1 on the 
left). Investigations did not reveal evidence of underlying pre-existing cervical disease.' 

This case and others were presented as evidence that extreme positions of the neck were 
damaging to the cervical cord due to high tension that develops with biomechanically induced 
stretching of the cord, presumably due to interference with spinal cord vasculature. 

Following a review of occupational health field studies of accounting machine operators, 
electronic industry workers, television assembly workers, sewers and keyboard/VDU operators, 
the authors concluded that these studies confirmed the association between manual work in a 
seated position and the associated postural immobility with head, neck, upper back, shoulder 
and arm symptoms, particularly when the work was undertaken with head/neck flexion. 

In their discussion of biomechanical considerations, the authors discuss studies relevant to the 
effects of tension on cervical and peripheral neural tissues. There is evidence of a change in 
length of the spinal canal between flexion and extension (by 7cm) and the effects from lateral 
flexion and rotation of the cervical spine on the cervical nerve roots. Of particular note was the 
evidence that the movement of the cervical nerve roots with cervical flexion was more marked 
during abduction of the shoulder or downward traction on the arm. 

"The evidence from these studies supports the hypothesis that a high physical tension may 
develop within the cervical spinal neural tissues of those who perform repetitive manual work 
which is accompanied by elements of cervical forward flexion, rotation and lateral flexion." 
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In their discussion about tension and peripheral neural tissue, the authors refer to the evidence 
about resting tension in peripheral nerves and the mechanisms by which nerve lengths adapt 
to limb movement and are protected from the forces generated during normal limb use. 
Peripheral nerves are vulnerable where they cross the extensor aspect of a joint, pass over 
ligamentous bands, travel through canals or tunnels, thorough two closely applied muscles or 
through deep fascia to become a superficial nerve. They refer in particular to risk of entrapment 
of the lower cervical spinal nerves (anterior primary rami) at the level of the gutters of the 
transverse processes of the cervical vertebrae, the ulnar nerve in the cubital tunnel, the 
posterior interosseous nerve in the radial tunnel, the anterior interosseous branch of the 
median nerve between the heads of pronator trees and the median nerve in the carpal tunnel. 

Neural tissue responds to stretch with varying degrees of structural damage to blood vessels, 
nerve fibres and perineurium. In particular the authors present evidence about stretch 
impairing epineural blood flow: 

"which, in turn, may compromise the intramural microvascular flow leading to endoneurial 
anoxia and oedema formation" 

The authors suggest that an inflammatory reaction due to chronic irritation may affect nerves 
at vulnerable points with changes in myelin sheaths associated with intramural fibrosis and 
axon degeneration. They note that axonal degeneration is usually only apparent in the presence 
of severe compression neuropathy, but that fibrosis has potential consequences - constricting 
nerve fibres and forming adhesions at the injury site. Traction of the damaged nerve during 
limb movements can deform a hyper-sensitive focus within the nerve generating pain. 

".... there is evidence that the microcirculation of peripheral nerves, spinal nerve roots and the 
dorsal root ganglia can be seriously impeded by mechanical forces. Both acute and chronic 
mechanical irritation have been shown to cause varying degrees of damage to peripheral nerve 
and spinal nerve roots." 

A marked increase in the sensitivity of inflamed nerve roots has been demonstrated in the 
lumbar and cervical spine. Both the dorsal and ventral roots are sensitive. Irritation of the 
dorsal roots causes 'neuralgic' pain in a dermatomal distribution, while irritation of the ventral 
root causes 'myalgic' pain with pain radiating into upper limb muscles in a non-dermatomal 
distribution consistent with the patterns seen in the upper limb symptoms of 'RSI' sufferers. 

The authors describe the brachial plexus tension tests developed by Elvey designed to 
differentiate between painful local upper limb disorders and cervical/brachial plexus disorders 
causing referred pain along neural tissues into the upper limb. Cadaver studies have shown the 
positioning of the upper quarter that places maximum tension of the cervical nerve roots, 
particularly C5 and C6. Studies in health volunteers showed that at maximum tension subjects 
experienced a deep stretch or ache in the cubital fossa extending down the anterior and radial 
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aspects of the forearm into the radial side of the hand and a definite tingling sensation in the 
thumb and first three fingers. 

The authors state that the differential diagnosis of RSI includes cervical radiculopathy 
associated with cervical spondylosis and following cervical injury, thoracic outlet syndrome, and 
the various upper limb entrapment neuropathies. The recognised entrapment neuropathies 
include those of the median nerve, the radial/posterior interosseous nerve and the ulnar nerve. 

In their conclusion, the authors discuss the difficulties in distinguishing the level of entrapment: 

'Entrapment may affect either the neural tissues in the cervical region, with ensuing distal 
spread of pain and sensory-neural irritability, or more distal neural tissues (e.g. median nerve in 
carpal tunnel) followed by proximal spread of pain and sensori-neural irritability. The end result 
of both processes may be indistinguishable' 

Quinter and Elvey detail the implications for treatment from the 'Neurogenic Hypothesis' 
including the following: 

'It is reasonable to state a stage of early reversible peripheral neural dysfunction related to 
occupation which may respond to rest of the limb with or without local corticosteroid therapy' 

and, most importantly for occupational medicine: 

'Based on current knowledge and understanding of 'RSI', emphasis must be placed upon its 
prevention by identifying all possible risk factors which relate both to occupation and to the 
potentially affected worker. The increasingly sedentary nature of employment occurring 
throughout many industries exposes an increasing number of workers to the risk of developing 
"RSI" 
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Appendix 2 
 

Glossary of Terms 
 
IASP Terms 
 
I have adopted the meanings for the following terms directly from the International Association 
for the Study of Pain (IASP). 
 
Pain 
An unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue 
damage, or described in terms of such damage. 
Note: The inability to communicate verbally does not negate the possibility that an individual is 
experiencing pain and is in need of appropriate pain-relieving treatment. Pain is always 
subjective. Each individual learns the application of the word through experiences related to 
injury in early life. Biologists recognize that those stimuli which cause pain are liable to damage 
tissue. Accordingly, pain is that experience we associate with actual or potential tissue damage. 
It is unquestionably a sensation in a part or parts of the body, but it is also always unpleasant 
and therefore also an emotional experience. Experiences which resemble pain but are not 
unpleasant, e.g., pricking, should not be called pain. Unpleasant abnormal experiences 
(dysesthesias) may also be pain but are not necessarily so because, subjectively, they may not 
have the usual sensory qualities of pain. Many people report pain in the absence of tissue 
damage or any likely pathophysiological cause; usually this happens for psychological reasons. 
There is usually no way to distinguish their experience from that due to tissue damage if we 
take the subjective report. If they regard their experience as pain, and if they report it in the 
same ways as pain caused by tissue damage, it should be accepted as pain. This definition 
avoids tying pain to the stimulus. Activity induced in the nociceptor and nociceptive pathways 
by a noxious stimulus is not pain, which is always a psychological state, even though we may 
well appreciate that pain most often has a proximate physical cause. 
 
Neuralgia 
Pain in the distribution of a nerve or nerves. 
Note: Common usage, especially in Europe, often implies a paroxysmal quality, but neuralgia 
should not be reserved for paroxysmal pains. 
 
Neuritis 
Inflammation of a nerve or nerves. 
Note: Not to be used unless inflammation is thought to be present. 
 
Neuropathic pain 
Pain caused by a lesion or disease of the somatosensory nervous system. 
Note: Neuropathic pain is a clinical description (and not a diagnosis) which requires a 
demonstrable lesion or a disease that satisfies established neurological diagnostic criteria. The 
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term lesion is commonly used when diagnostic investigations (e.g. imaging, neurophysiology, 
biopsies, lab tests) reveal an abnormality or when there was obvious trauma. The 
term disease is commonly used when the underlying cause of the lesion is known (e.g. stroke, 
vasculitis, diabetes mellitus, genetic abnormality). Somatosensory refers to information about 
the body per se including visceral organs, rather than information about the external world 
(e.g., vision, hearing, or olfaction). The presence of symptoms or signs (e.g., touch-evoked pain) 
alone does not justify the use of the term neuropathic. Some disease entities, such as trigeminal 
neuralgia, are currently defined by their clinical presentation rather than by objective 
diagnostic testing. Other diagnoses such as postherpetic neuralgia are normally based upon the 
history. It is common when investigating neuropathic pain that diagnostic testing may yield 
inconclusive or even inconsistent data. In such instances, clinical judgment is required to reduce 
the totality of findings in a patient into one putative diagnosis or concise group of diagnoses. 
 
Central neuropathic pain 
Pain caused by a lesion or disease of the central somatosensory nervous system. See 
neuropathic pain note. 
 
Peripheral neuropathic pain 
Pain caused by a lesion or disease of the peripheral somatosensory nervous system. See 
neuropathic pain note. 
 
Neuropathy 
A disturbance of function or pathological change in a nerve: in one nerve, mononeuropathy; in 
several nerves, mononeuropathy multiplex; if diffuse and bilateral, polyneuropathy. 
Note: Neuritis (q.v.) is a special case of neuropathy and is now reserved for inflammatory 
processes affecting nerves. 
 
Sensitization 
Increased responsiveness of nociceptive neurons to their normal input, and/or recruitment of a 
response to normally subthreshold inputs. 
Note: Sensitization can include a drop in threshold and an increase in suprathreshold response. 
Spontaneous discharges and increases in receptive field size may also occur. This is a 
neurophysiological term that can only be applied when both input and output of the neural 
system under study are known, e.g., by controlling the stimulus and measuring the neural 
event. Clinically, sensitization may only be inferred indirectly from phenomena such as 
hyperalgesia or allodynia. 
 
Central sensitization 
Increased responsiveness of nociceptive neurons in the central nervous system to their normal 
or subthreshold afferent input. 
Note: See note for sensitization and nociceptive neuron above. This may include increased 
responsiveness due to dysfunction of endogenous pain control systems. Peripheral neurons are 
functioning normally; changes in function occur in central neurons only. 
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Peripheral sensitization 
Increased responsiveness and reduced threshold of nociceptive neurons in the periphery to the 
stimulation of their receptive fields. 
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